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The Campaign for an Independent East Timor and all friends of the East

Timorese people call on the Ccsimonwealth Governments in the Asian and Pacific Regions
to support the resolution of the United Nations General Assembly 31/53 and all
subsequent resolutions (including November 10, 1977) calling for the immediate
withdrawal of Indonesian troops frcan East Timor;

rejecting the claim that East

Timor has been integrated into Indonesia; and asserting the right of the East
Timorese people to self determination and independence.
AUSTRMJAN GOVERNMENT SELLS OUT

On 21.1.78 the Fraser Government declared its recognition of Indonesia's
annexation df East Timor.

It did .this. knacing that:

* 100,000 East Timorese people hr.ve been massacred by
Indonesian troops since the invasion in December, 1975

"'* torture, rape and genocideTare being perpetrated
againjst;the'"Ea9t Tiroresa civiJian population.

•;,' ;

fP

* Indonesia,£s barbing and using chemical warfare against
East Timorese civilians

' *M-':--'' •

* the International Red Cross isdenied access to East

Timor to assist, the suffaring '.people*- ;--* FBETIIIN STILL GCNTK3IB OVER 80S of, tlrse, territory ;
' x~

'

. .OF EAST TIMOR.

The Fraser Government has consistently shown its duplicity and J^opracy

over East Timor.

Recognition, of the a^-aesraticn is but the most recent .set of

betrayal.

By this act the Gr.rjcrrzce?it "haz ^d.^.a.'j.eCqeu e.md condoned Indonesia's
barbaric aggression agair.3t the East Timorese ;jaopie. These are the same.people who
spilt their blood in support of Australian soldiers in World -war II.

AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT'S HyPGCPAC-T IN 1HZ U.N.
..

^|

What the U.N. says:

The U.N. Security

fcrncil and General Asscsrialy have a number of

tines,fand by 'a large majority, voted to condaur, I^onesia's invasion of East Timor,
it calls for the"withdrawal of Indonesian troops end acserts the right of the East
Timorese to self-determinaticfi and independence.
What the Fraser Government says:

"We iuppotit t!ie. United Notions, XX& ckx/iteA,'and.the. #a*k oi
'•'

AJti. 'va/UouA ApzciaLUcd agenaieA".
(Statement by Prime Minister Fraser to the House of
Ifepresentatives on 1.6.77).

"We iuppoit a gwuJ.K'L auc u& * zZi-dzteJcnlnatlon in. T-tmo/t."
'(Statement by Prime .Minister Fraser as above).

nThJj> i& oua &Oti>t oppoJv&mity to h.callOmfin thU meeting
piaxm o£ ncutionAt, tlte. dedication o& Au&t/uttla to tht

pjUnzipleA and the. p'jJupoiz& o^ the Unite.d Hation*,and to theJA.

AMpZmPJvtatlon.n
(Address by Australian Foraign 'Affairs Minister Peacock
to U.N. General Assemble 29,9.76).
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What the Fraser Government does:

Shamefully floats its ceranitment to the U.N. by its perfidious
recognition of the annexation of East Timor.
HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE FRASER GOVERNMENT

The Australian Government condemns oppression and the violation of human

rights in Southern Africa yet condones carnage by Indonesia against the E^st Timorese
people.
What the Fraser Government says:

"No people, can be expected to bean, indefinitely, oppression
and indignity on the. scale which the majority o& South
Albican* at present -su^ga."
.
(Statement to the U.N. General Assembly by Australia's
•

U.N. Rep. Ralph Harry 15.12.77).

"Repression and denial o<$ human /lights is an unjusticiable, and

repugnant system and we want to see it changed at, soon a&

possible: morally because U constitute* an aUront to the dignity
oiman} intellectually because its augments are fraudulent and

inconsistent; and politically because it is a design far disaster,
(Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs Peacock speaking

at World Conference for Action Against Apartheid, Lagos,24.8.77).

"Minority rule (in southern Africa) is an o^ence to human decency
and a scufige to the dignity o$ man."

(Statement by Prims Minister Fraser to the Catrnonwealth Heads

of Government Conference London 10.6.77).
What the Fraser .Government does:

In complete disregard of the "high moral principles" expressed about
conditions in southern Africa the Australian..Government has condoned the repression
and extoegmiiwtllti of East Timorese people.
WHAT'S BEHIND THE SELL-OUT

An indepeitffenfc^astr^rimor-owouLd stand as-a-symbol of fi?eedcm-ta Asian and
regimeSf^of which are-represented^-Soutb^^
PacificBegio^CJUirodRwealth

Pacific countries in the-gripsnofn^pprfissico-rymi 1i tary -di rt-atnrdhips and colonial ^
Heads of Gcivernment Conference.

It would be-a symbol of freedom from economic and political eiqalaitetion
by countries such as Australia. The Fraser Government's action over East Tomor displays
its abject hypocracy on the question of human rights as revealed in-the quotations-above.
It-espouses human freedoms while committing theirobstruction in East Timor
where a people are still fighting an heroic struggle to secure just such freedoms.
WE ARE DEMONSTRATING AGAINST THE FRASER GOVERNMENT' S, DECISION
AND AGAINST THOSE GOVERNMENTS REPRESENTED AT THE CONFERENCE :. ,
WHO HAVE SHOWN SIMII^ COMPLICITY OVERTIMOR'S ANNEXATION .
WE CALL ON TEES CONFERENCE TO:

1.

DEMAND THE COMPLETE AND U1SOJNDITICNAL WITHDRAWN. OF

2.

RECOGNISE THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR.

INDONESIAN TROOPS FROM EAST TIMOR.

3.
4.

CEASE ALL FORMS OF AID AND COOPERATION WITH INDONESIA
TO SUPPORT AND FACILITATE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UNITED
NATIONS RESOLUTIONS.

DEMONSTRATE MONDAY 15TH FEBRUARY OUTSIDE THE SYDNEY HILTON HOTEL, PITT STREET
i

'.

ASSEMBLE: 9*30^*»

au&fecarfiSBesd. toy CsBns®£gga Ttsir ascr IwT&pjsnSenk Esesit •5lim©ar»2[52 Cas&Leiresqg&i Sfe
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

„

fourth floor , 232 Castlereagh St.,

May ^»197°

Sydney NSW 2000 Phone : 617089
RE: NATIONAL EAST TIMOR ACTIVISTS CONFERENCE

We have received replies from Melbourne AETA, Canberra CIET, Adelaide CIET

and Newcastle CIET indicating that May 13~1^ is suitable for a conference*
although

Melbourne indicated it preferred the long weekend in June. However

that weekend is unsAf-table to Sydney and a number of other centres I Therefore the last CIET meeting decided to proceed with the conference on

Nay I3^1k;.l!& propose it begin at 11am Saturday • We have not yet found a
location, a l%hbugVthere is no shortage of them if we pay... we are. trying to
find one where we wont have to pay ...
WE SUGGEST THAT WE NOTIFY BY PHONE

THERE IS SOME DIFFICULTY RING 515858

THE DIFFERENT

GROUPS OF THE LOCATION. IF

or 7^7-2913

to get location when you

arrive or any other help re: directions etc..

We propose that the agenda itself be adopted at the meeting, but that it cover
the following points raised, by Adelaide CIET :
'•••••<

1) Union Bans : to /pe reimpbsed, (we are not sure if the ban on, Indonesian wheat
ship in WA has been lifted -^according to THE LAND newspaper,it is ptill on ...)

2) Labor Party : parliamentary party to give ifloreattention to East: Timor

,3) East Titriqr News : to increase content of local AETA/CIET;activities
4-) :West £WG ':; Campaign, to be .extended to include this

5) S^pp^'for^visiKbf
6) Campaign* ±ja opposition to govt, recognition of, Indonesian claims to East Timor:
propose demonstration in, Canberra during opening of parliament

in August?

'Presentation of a petition ?/
"'-.'
7) Report from -DREE Office in Melbourne
8) .What ban beVdorie about <$38jOOO of Fretilin moneyr:in CSBA Darwin
9) Trade unions syn^athetiq .io be invited to,this and future conferences
In addition Sydney CIET proposes:

10)

Planning of future broader conference ,mainly of educational type, for

wider sections supporting East Timor, to be launching pad for bigger movement

11) Campaign directed at British planes sales to.Suharto
12) Situation in Fretilin external front

13) resolution supporting recognition of Fretilin as the sole, legitimate
representative of the East Timorese people, and campaigning on that

14) Production of further publicity material (badges,bookiets,pos-ters etc),
15) broadening participation in East Timor News
16) Proposed new film

and dissemination of RM material

These piints are not of course exclusive and gan be grouped under some main
headings. Please think them over and if possible dismiss them

in your groups...

See you soon,

Behis Freney for CHET
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY

May 3 1978

fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St

J *

Sydney NSW PHone 617089
URGENT ATTENTIONCIET/AETA/FOET
MAY DAY MESSAGES, FROM EAST

TIMORESE WORKERS

;'

Please find below the text of message sent by East Timorese workers to
Australian workers and people on occasion of May Day. WE SUGGEST YOU TRY
TO HAVE THIS MESSAGE READ ON MAY DAY MARCHES AND RALLIES;: .
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

FRETILIN --DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

MESSAGE TO THE CAMPAIGN FQR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR ,- TO AUSTRALIAN WORKERS
Besides the message sent to all workers around the world for May, Day*
the workers and people of East Timor , very particularly, dp iWjish to
express their admiration and strong sympathy to all Australian workers
and especially to all those in the Northern Territory, '• for their1 brave
support to the Maubere people.

The workers of East Timor, firmly .,' trust that this historical day; should be

an incentive

for the consolidation of the

between Australian and Timorese workers

existing militant solidarity

against the exploitation of man

by mani and towards an new and just society.

The Timorese workers, firmly united with their revolutionary vanguard,
the glorious and intrepid Fretilin Central Committee,; do affirm their
determination to continue fighting against the murdering Suharto and his
clique's barbarous aggression , till the final victory . *••',Warmest militant and fraternal greetings,
Long Live May Day ! •: .

,

Long live militant solidarity !
Long Live Australian workers 1•_••-.•<.

Long live the,Campaign for Independent East Timor !

-•--,...-.

Long live the Timorese workers !
Long live?Fretilin Central Committee !,

Long Live the heroic Maubere people I
Long live FRETILIN 1

Down with imperialism I Down with Javanese colonial expansionism !
Independence or death 1
To resist is to win !

Armed struggle continues ! The victory is certain !

Negotiations never ! Immediate, total and unconditional withdrawal
of all Suharto's colonial troops from the Democratic Republic of East Tim^-*-

East Timor, May 1, 1978,
Signed: Comrade Alarico Jorge Fernandes, secretary of the Department of
Information and National Security of Fretilin Central Committee and
Minister for Information and National Security
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,

Sydney NSW 2000 Phone : 617089

March 13, 1978

TO ALL CIET AND AETA GROUPS

1. NATIONAL ACTIVISTS CONFERENCE

The last national East Timor Activists Conference in Melbourne set

February for the next one, in Sydney. However,

a date in

nothing was done to prepare for

such a conference,,

The CIET (Sydney) at its last meeting discussed this question and decided to
propose to all AETA and CIET groups that the next conference be held on the

weekend of MAY 13-1^, in Sydney.

This date was chosen as the one which would

not clash with other events and meetings ,or would not be too close.However,
we have since realised that MAY 20 ( anniversary of the Foundation of AEDT-

Fretilin) is close*
However, the previous weekend May 6 is May Day j there are Disarmanent Conferences
the week&nd before that (Anzac Day) in Sydney and Melbourne, and other events
in April . We think some time is needed to organise such a conference,so that
something useful comes from it,and therefore prefer May.
Such a conference would also be used to plan a broader, all-embracing East
Timor Conference for later in the year, as well as to plan joint actions for
the rest of the yeare

We would appreciate

as quickly as possible your views on this topic, dates

sugggested (or alternatives), as well as whether the conference should still be
held in Sydney. We also suggested some detailed planning, including discussion
papers be prepared and circulated. Can you let us know views of your committee
as soon as possible ?
2. NEW FILM ON EAST TIMOR STRUGGLE

CIET(Sydney) with local filmmakers, have begun planning a new film on East
Timor, to update "Timor— Isle of Fear,Isle of Hope," based upon a NZ TV film
made before the invasion. However, we urgently need other film material (preferably

in colour, but 16mm or super 8 OK). In particular, film of : East Timor before
the invasion; Timor demonstrations ; underground radio in Darwin ;. glides
og. any topic relating to East Timor, and colour photos will all be appreciated.
Any other material you think might be useful would be gratefully accepted.
PLEASE SEND SUCH MATERIAL, OR INFORM US OF WHAT YOU HAVE OR MAY BE ABLE TO
GET ACCESS TO AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Time is limited for the film-makers

...

Please treat this as urgent*..
3.

BOOKS

AVAILABLE

We still have ample copies of

Abilio Araujo's book in Portuguese on East

Timor ( retail $2.20 less 33$$ for groups) and Mozambique-printed "East
Timor : Indonesia's Vietnam" (50c. less 333$) » We have only a few of the
LP 12" record available.
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:"nrth floor, 2^2 Gastlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone: 617089 April 22.
ME TOM UREN MHR, DEPUTY LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION STRONGLY
CONDEMNS

AMERICAN CONGRESS MEMBERS STATEMENTS
on April 21

cpeakxng to a rally outside Parliament House ,Canberra/ supporting the call for
a Senate Select Committee into Indonesian aggression in East Timor, Mr Tom Uren
i'JJJ, Deputy Leader of the Labor Party Opposition in Federal Parliament made the
fallowing statement :

:i I am glad to see you here today.

''You are evidence that the demands of political expediency and backroom sell-outs
have not confused the Australian people about the justice of the desire of the
people of Timor for national independence.

" Efforts to sell out the Timorese people continue. Only today we read in the
press about secret talks between Mr Malik and Mr Peacock. Why secret ? What is Mr

Peacock doing he doesn't want the Australian people to know about•?• Is he continmg the Government's policy of secret deals with the Indonesians ?

"This is obviously an action by the Australian Government'to sooth the Indonesian

Generals' hurt feelings. The testimony of Timorese refugees, as transmitted recently
** by Mr Jim Dunn ,has revealed the Indonesian invasion of East Timor as a brutal

and unprovoked exercise. The Indonesian Generals have not relished the exposure.
"They were upset at having their hypocrisy exposed. That is why threats about
riots and attacks on Australia's Jakarta Embassy were made. Since then the Indonesian
Government has made desperate efforts to try to prevent any further information

about East Timor leaking out. So they 'duchessed' the delegation from the US Congress
visiting Indonesia to inquire into the Timorese Question.

"Yet we read in today's press of a confidential Australian Intelligence message
that shows how the Indonesian Government carefully doctored the people and

places the congressional visitors were to see.

•"

- '

•Congresswoman Meyner was reported as saying that most people in East Timor were
supporting the union with Indonesia. She did not seem aware that most of the

people are not in the Indonesian-held areas. They have fled to the hills to escape
trie murder, rape and pillage that passes for Indonesian invading armies. .

i? Another Congressman, Mr Derwinski, criticised Mr Dunn's evidence to the Congress
saying that it was not convincing. Not convincing for whom ?

"Mr Derwinski's attitude is similar to Mr'Malik's view, that any evil is justified
if it is committed in the name of anti-communism. So we have the amazing hews that
Mr i%lik casually admits that 50,000 to 80,000 people have been killed. Yet
he argues that this is alright because the Timorese have thereby been saved from
a so-called - communist-dominated' Fretilin Government,

"But the mcst amazing distortions and exaggerations have been made in statements

on the military situation. Another of the stooge Congressmen, Mr Wolff, solemnly
announced last week that American arms captured in Vietnam hafe been found in

the possession of guerrillas in Thailand and Malaysia. This ,he seems to suggest
justifies the Indonesian invasion of a neighbouring independent country !
"The so-called Vice Governor .ofcEast Timor, Mr Lopez da Cruz, claimed last week
that over 500 Fretilin troops had recently surrendered. He had not read his
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2.. Tom ?ren speech

Governmentss previous communiques, which claimed that there were only 200
Fretilin guerrillas in all !
"What is the truth !

"The Indonesian military situation in East Timor is impossible and no amount of
window dressing and guided tours for visiting US Congress members can change this.

"Indirect evidence of Indonesia's problems was revealed during the guided
tour when the military Governor of East Timor refused to give the visitors a
statement of the military situation in the region.

"Furt|ceE evidence for the Indonesian military problems comes from the confidently
Australian Intelligence assessments leaked to the press and published today.These
reports reveal that Fretilin's forces are increasingly effective in harassing
Indonesia's demoralised troops.. The Indonesians are confined to the major towns
and have lost control of the countryside. Like other colonial invaders, they will
learn that a united people struggling for the national independence cannot be
denied.

"We have a duty to aid the Timorese people in the struggle for national independ
ence fe&, as the Labour Movement aided the Indonesian peoplein their struggle
for independence from the Dutch.

"Australians have an interest because Australian journalistss

were killed in

the initial Indonesian invasion. But most of all Australians have an interest

• because people are fighting and dying.

"For a threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We have
an interest because of our common humanity."

PRESS STATEMENT BY CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

ON US CONGRESS VISIT

Congresswoman Mrs Helen Meyner has exposed her real motives in praising the
Indonesian occupation of Dili and other towns in East Timor. In a report over

the ABC radio program "AM" (April 22) she was quoted as saying she was thrilled
by her visit to Dili, because there were.crowds to welcome her carrying placards
saying "Long Live President Carter." " I felt like Queen Victoria or Queen
Elizabeth visiting the colonies", she told reporters.
Mrs Meyner is a person obvious easily won over by the "royal" treatment she
received from the Indonesian generals. Given the revealing note on her personal
ity contained in the above quote,.we can more easily believe Fretilin claims

that she spent her time in Dili drunk ! '

But aside from these personal questions, Mrs Meyner's role, as a "Carter Dem0crat"
in backing US aid to Indonesia, must be taken as an indication that the Carter
^ministration is going to turn a blind eye to Indonesian aggression and atrocities

and back the Jakarta generals to the hilt .
On the other hand, Mrs Meyner's call
for "negotiations" between Jakarta and Fretilin can be taken as a US manouvre to
try to help Jakarta "off the hook", in finding a way to divide the East Timorese
future developments in this regard,they
are eir.tAJn to collapse on Fretilin determination to fight to final victory.But
all supporters of the East Timorese people must be alert to such manouvres.
people and Fretilin. Whatever may be the

One thing is certain: East Timor will never be Mrs Meyner's,Carter*s of Suharto's
colony !

.
'
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TO CIET AND AETA GROUPS

CONCERNING: THE POLITICAL LINE OF JILL JOLLIFFE'S BOOK

'^EAST TIMOJR;-f NATIONALISM & COLONIALISM" (University of Queensland Press,
1978.: Hard; goverr $17,^5)
I have just read Jill Jolliff&es book*, It has importance as the first major
study in English of the East Timorese struggle, and I found its strongest
point the exposure,in all its gory detail, of the betrayal of the East.Timorese
people by successive Australian Governmentsa The book of course only in detail
deals with the period.up to the invasion, and in one relatively short chapter

with the 2%years since. It was also clearly written before September 1977
and the exposure of Xavier do Amaral. This is hot even mentioned in the preface,
pointing to the book having been already in the obviously slow process of
production

as early as September 1977i

-

However,' without taking .away from the positive aspects of the book, it is necess
ary within the Timor movement itself, at least, to open up a discussion on
the political line of the book when it comes to y,reat the political evolution
of East Timor,,

"' '" ' '•-

First two significant quotes;

" I have also endeavoured to answer the question :'• what, sort of government
would an independent East Timor have •?' For this reasOh- the book is largely
a history of the development of FRETILIN, as Basil_ Davidson's history of
Angolan nationalism, !I:i the Eye of the Storm1, is principally the story of
the MPLAo It is apparent from the recent history of: East Timor that, given
political regroupments which may occur between Timorese nationalists of all
shades, inside, or outside East Timor, Fretilin (itself subject to change) would

—-

be the major component of &he government of an independent East Timor»" (Preface)
"UDT and FRETILIN had experienced a constant ebb and flow of common interest;
since the invasion discussionshave been held between FRETILIN and UDT people
outside East Timor towards a new alliance s although at the time of writing
they have-not borne fruito' The avowed willingness of most of the political

•-*

associations formed after 25 April ,197^9 to now fight alongside FRETILIN
epitomises the truth that the force now seeking to assert itself is that of
Timorese nationalism, violently arrested in the period of its first ripeningsbut
a force, which iias-expressed itself to varying degrees through all the political
groupings„ The differences between them were,and are, of a political nature,of
the maans b6 achieve a national state and the nature of that state once estab

lished." (pages 297 8c 293) :_yLL_E|CTAKS>AEE^Ji*
It is the political perspective of the presence of Timorese nationalism in
all political groupings j and the likely "political regroupment" of these
forces in a.!3new alliance" , that distorts the interpretation that flows
through the book concerning the political evolution of East Timor. A whitewash
of the UDT and even to a lesser extent of APODETI occurs even in dealing with
the' criminal UDT coup. But to prove that is the subject of a longer review.
Let us deal with the political perspective itselfo

First, I am sure that Fretilin leaders inside and outside East Timor will be amazed
to hear that "discussions have been held between FRETILIN and UDT people
outside East Timor towards a new allianceo"

Fretilin "inside and outside"

have insisted a thousand times that Fretilin is the "sole ,legitimate repres
entative" of the East Timorese people,, UDT, or strictly speaking ex-UDT because

UDT was twice officially dissolved (on August 12 1975 and later in Atambua)*,
does not exist except in the minds of some refugees in Australia, and Portugal,
UDT or even ex-UDT does not exist in East Timor* There are

some ex-UDT members

and leaders who are either collaborators with the Indonesians , or in refugee
camps, or have renounced UDT'and are fighting as Fretilin supporters ,under
Fretilin leadership against the invaders and the traitors*
That is not my

statement :' it has been repeated several times by Alarico Fernandes andthe
outside leadership0 For Fretilin to form an alliance with the rump of the
ex-UDT now'dreaming in Portugal or Australia would be ridiculous^ and would
be a betrayal of the;-Maubere people» The ex-UDT leaders are only concerned
with winning back their privileges, their coffee-plantati.ons , their right
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to exploit the Maubere people.
These ex-UDT leaders are guilty of grave crimes inside East Timor. The

!

murder of tens of Fretilin militants during their abortive coup attempt;
the planning of that coup with the Indonesian Generals and other.intellig
ence services ; collaboration with the Suharto generals until (for some
of them) it was clear they were not going to win back

the privileges

they held ; their continued clandestine contacts with the Indonesians—
and so.on, -

Of (Bourse, the rank-and-file ex-UDT and -even ex-APODETI supporters were
misled by their leaders : in East Timor they have been welcomed into the
struggle against the invaders when they accept the discipline of Fretilin
leadership. Similarly, in Australia and Portugal a number of them now
are Fretilin supporters.

•_ • *'

.

Fretilin would indeed have to be"subje;Ct tQ;(gra&t)change?' to even consider

such an alliance.

Of course, Fretilin may have been "subject to change" on

this andmahy other questions if the Xavier line had won out in September
1977. Does Jill still hold to her prognosis of such an alliance being,
not only possible but likely ?

But as we wrote in East Timor News 51 :

the rump ex-UDT in Portugal and

Australia only has meaning as a "reserve force of imperialism"i That is i
Suharto has already in fact lost the war begause he cannot win it. This
is recognised by some of his closest advisers and increasingly by the
Australian and American rulers. To disengage from this war , the Jakarta
Generals and imperialism want to install a safe, neo-colonial regime. The

ex-UDT leaders in exile ,busily re-establishingtheir credentials',

'

are

the guarantee that Suharto and imperialism will demand from Fretilin and
the Maubere people for withdrawal —
that is, there must be a coalition
government with the Joao Carrascalaos involved. In this scenario, talk
of an "autonomous province" , and of an "independent" East Timor in which

.v
.;

,

economic- "concessions" would.be given to Jakarta and Jakarta and Canberra
be appointed big brothers to "watch over" the country, are also part of the
pattern emerging. .:-If: we can think of how Suharto and imperialism will try
to get Indonesian troops out of East Timor, then we can easily see the pattern
emerging? .
*
. '

The "tforce of Timorese nationalism" which: is'*asserting itself" (an almost
idealist concept) wax ,did not and, does/not include the traitors of UDT,
APODETI , ROTA .'and other "groupings". These movements or groupings all
betrayed \, from the time particularly of the UDT coup attempt. They have
forfeited all rights to be considered nationalists.

it is amazing for Jill to write that

the only differences "were of a political

nature". As though that was a minor factor, and one that can be easily
overcome, above all at this late stage. The UDT wanted and its rump still
wants, a neo-colonial independence , where they.could still exploit,and
imperialism could have open season. The UDT-Fretilin "coalition" of January-

May 1975 was a conjunctural

"non-aggression pact" against Indonesian threats,,

which never bound Fretilin , and never stopped Fretilin attempting to win.
the UDT followers to a genuine struggle for liberation.
The struggle is.now.at a.new, much higher stage. The position of the UDT,
APODETI and other grouplets is now- clear, as.never before to the Maubere people.
The struggle reached that stage many years ago. To now dream of returning,it
to the earlier stage, to somehow in these new conditions,when Fretilin has
been leading the Maubere people in an heroic resistance-for over two years,,'
with great success, to revive the early 1975 UDT-Fretilin coalition, is
political idealism* Unless you have ,of course, another concept, another
goal for East Timor than its full and total liberation.

Now'more than ever, I believe, the East Timor support movement must assert

its slogan of "solidarity with Fretilin" at leasts within its own ranksjand
among its most conscious supporters, and reject

any neo-colonial plans for

East Timor . -—DENIS. FRENEY, SYDNEY, APRIL 26,1908. ;.•

„
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